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ABSTRACT

As organizations are increasingly confronted with the need to engage with stakeholders from a variety of different cultural backgrounds, the need to understand the ways in which cultural imperatives play into individual and collective performances becomes increasingly important. These cultural traditions exert immense influence on business issues ranging from consumer behavior to management. This article examines the need for management education to establish an introductory course on cultural indoctrination (CI) for business students in an era of global hypercompetition. CI is defined as the process of inculcating ideas, attitudes, and cognitive strategies during the transfer of cultural traditions from one generation to the next with the expectation that such traditions will not be questioned in the future. This article introduces the CI concept and subsequently suggests how it should be incorporated into a university curriculum focusing on factors that promote convergence in international management contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to examine the need for management education to establish an introductory course on cultural indoctrination (CI) for business students, with the long-term goal of synthesizing CI into mainstream business programs, in an era of global hypercompetition. Disruptive technologies, a growing global skills gap, industry uncertainty, global inflation, and a quickly aging world population are just some of the key factors affecting long-term economic growth and prosperity today. These issues are forcing corporations and nations alike to implement new strategies to contend effectively with contemporary realities. Among other things, the previous statement means that business education and training institutions must reevaluate their offerings, especially as they pertain to cultural studies, since firms must contend with increasingly complex organizational situations across international borders requiring new “hard- and soft-skills” in the workplace (Varlander et al., 2016; Ingols & Shapiro, 2014).
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Cultural origins can permit the prediction of individual behavior in an organizational environment under various situations (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2010; Hofstede, 2001; Hall, 1976). Therefore, as organizations are confronted with the need to engage with stakeholders from a variety of different cultural backgrounds, the need to understand the ways in which cultural imperatives play into individual and collective productivity becomes increasingly paramount. This need ultimately provides the ability for organizations to sustain a competitive advantage and to remain profitable over time (Campbell, Coff, & Kryscynski, 2012; Porter, 2015).

Achieving these goals demands top management to appreciate and understand the four global forces affecting business today (McKinsey & Company, 2015): urbanization, accelerating technological change, an aging world, and greater global connections. Anderson and Wong (2013) state that obtaining competitive advantage in the digital economy of the 21st century requires focusing on intangible factors including firm strategy and positioning, radical innovation and first mover advantages, intangible resources and competencies, organizational ambidexterity, network effects and externalities, transaction cost efficiency, and relational optimality. It is also important to consider the effects of disruptive technologies on business operations and the global economy such as The Internet of Things, advanced robotics, 3D printing, next generation genomics, and renewable energy (McKinsey Global Institute, 2013).

“All of these factors will make destabilizing cycles of volatility more likely than ever in the past” (McKinsey Quarterly, 2010). Associated effects include global inflation, drastically altered business and product life cycles, and the need for corporations to increase liquidity buffers for unexpected changes in global markets (PryMarke LLC, 2015). The key point here is that such volatility will require far more flexibility and creativity in business and education than was common in the past. However, many educational institutions have not yet advanced creative (and critical) thinking capabilities sufficiently for business use after graduation (Şen, 2011; Kresin, 2012).

Furthermore, business programs in particular must further stress the importance of cultural studies in their curricula because contemporary globalization adds an extra layer of complexity to business which broadens the scope of firm’s operations worldwide in various locations requiring the use of multiple languages and engaging a wide variety of cultures subject to various employment laws (Briscoe, Schuler, & Claus, 2009). In fact, continued shifting demographics worldwide are creating an increasingly diverse customer base as well as a workforce composition both domestically and internationally (Christiansen & Sezerel, 2013).

This paper is structured in the following manner. First CI theory is introduced to provide a general background for the remainder of the article. Next will be an overview of management education followed by specifics regarding a proposed CI introductory course. Future Research Directions and the Conclusion complete the article.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Theories Related to CI

The cultural anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn (1949, 1951, 1962) argued that humans share biological traits and characteristics which form the basis for the development of culture and that people normally believe their own cultural beliefs are natural, but consider those of others as inferior or abnormal (Hills, 2002). Building on Kluckhohn’s theory were Florence Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtebeck (1961) who developed three basic assumptions: 1) There is a limited number of common human problems for which all people must at all times find some solution; 2) While there is variability in solutions of all the problems, it is neither limitless nor random but it is definitely variable within a range of possible solutions; 3) All alternatives of all solutions are present in societies at all times but are differentially preferred. These assumptions formed the foundation of their Values Orientation Theory (VOT) which is incorporated into the framework below because VOT is a culmination of the other factors involved in CI.
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